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ABSTRACT 
 

As a morphologically rich language, Arabic poses special challenges to Part-of-Speech (POS) 
tagging. Words in Arabic texts often contain several segments; each has its own POS category. 
The choice of the segmentation level or the input unit, word-based or morpheme-based, is a major 
issue in designing any Arabic natural language processing system. In word-based approaches, 
words are used the atomic units of the language. In this case, composite POS tags are assigned to 
words. Therefore, large amounts of training data are required in order to ensure statistical 
significance. They suffer from the problems of data sparseness and unknown words. In case of 
morpheme-based approaches, morpheme components of words are used as the atomic units.  
This, however, results in high level of ambiguity rate and also small size of context for resolving 
such ambiguity because the span of the n-gram might be limited to a single word. This paper 
compares and contrasts the morpheme-based and word-based statistical POS tagging strategies. 
This paper evaluates  the  tagging  performance  of  three  statistical  models,  namely,  the  Arabic  
HMM  POS  tagger  with  the  prefix  guessing  models, the Arabic HMM  POS tagger  with  the  
linear  interpolation guessing models and the TnT tagger, given training data from both morpheme-
based and word-based tokenization levels. It also studies the influence of each choice on the 
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tagging performance of the Arabic POS tagging models, in terms of the tagging accuracy and the 
time complexity. In addition, this paper also evaluates the tagging performance of several 
stochastic models, given training data from both segmentation levels. Results show that the 
morpheme-based POS tagging strategy is more adequate for the purpose of training statistical 
POS tagging models as it provides a better overall tagging accuracy and a much faster training and 
tagging time. 
 

 
Keywords: Arabic natural language processing; POS tagging; segmentation levels. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Part of Speech (POS) disambiguation is the 
ability to computationally determine which POS 
of a word is activated by its use in a particular 
context [1]. Automatic text tagging is an 
important pre-processing step in many NLP 
applications. Arabic language is a 
morphologically rich language which offers some 
challenges to Natural Language Processing 
(NLP) systems due to the many forms a word 
can take, which leads to data sparseness (the 
insufficiency of data). Most of the current 
researches in NLP are based on supervised 
machine learning techniques in which the 
classifier learns from training sets which contain 
a fair amount of words and their associated 
annotation. These classifiers need a huge 
amount of training data to get a reasonable 
accuracy even with less morphological 
languages such as English. In morphologically 
rich languages, as the classifier will be faced by 
many forms of the same word that do not repeat 
enough for the tagger to learn the pattern (data 
sparseness problem). These languages have a 
high vocabulary growth rate which results in a 
large number of unknown words [2].  
 
In Arabic and also in other Semitic languages, a 
word, a single orthographic space-delimited 
string, often consists of a concatenation of sub-
tokens, up to four sub-tokens [3], which function 
as free morph-syntactic units, each sub-token 
with its own POS category. In fact, Arabic word 
consists of proclitics, stem with affixes (prefixes 
and suffixes) and enclitics.  The clitics (proclitics 
and enclitics) have their own POS tags. 
Following previous works, the terms morpheme-
level tagging pertain to morphemes as the word-
segments which are assigned POS tags from a 
given tag set. According to this, the Arabic word 
 (and + by/with + promises + your) ”فَبِوُعُودكُم“
consists of four morphemes (sub-tokens) “ -ب- ف
كم-وعود ”. The POS of this word is a composite 

POS tag (Conj+Prep+Noun+Poss.Pron). 
Consequently, when designing POS taggers or 
any NLP application for Arabic language and 

other Semitic languages, a major architectural 
decision concerns the choice of whether we 
should analyze a word as a sequence of 
morphological units (morpheme-based) or we 
should treat space-delimited words as the 
primitive units of our analyses (word-based) [2,4]. 
From theoretical point of view, both methods 
have advantages and disadvantages.  The use of 
the morpheme-based approach increases the 
level of ambiguity but it increases the coverage 
level and decreases the size of the unknown 
words. On the other hand, the word-based 
approach suffers from the data sparseness and 
large size of unknown words and large tag set 
with composite tags problems, and but it reduces 
less ambiguity. 
 
In addition, the word formation process for Arabic 
words is quite complex. While the main formation 
process of English word is concatenative, the 
main word formation process in Arabic 
languages is non-concatenative [2,5]. As a 
Semitic language, the word in Arabic language 
can be described as combinations of two 
morphemes: a root and pattern.  A root is a set of 
consonants (also called radicals) which has a 
basic lexical meaning. A pattern consists of a set 
of vowels which are inserted among the 
consonants of a root to form a stem. In addition 
to this non-concatenative morphological feature, 
Arabic uses different affixes to create inflectional 
and derivational word forms. Thus, the direct 
adoption of the NLP methods which are 
developed for western languages for Arabic is 
not an appropriate choice due to the specific 
features of the Arabic language [6]. 
 
The purpose of this paper is, therefore, to 
explore the influence of the different 
segmentation levels on the tagging performance, 
in terms of accuracy and time complexity, of the 
Arabic POS tagging models in order to determine 
the best segmentation level to be used for POS 
tagging when small amount of training data is 
available and a large size of unknown words 
exist in the test data. In addition, this paper 
evaluates the tagging performance of three fully 
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supervised  statistical models, namely, the Arabic 
HMM POS tagger with the prefix guessing 
models, the Arabic HMM POS tagger with the 
linear interpolation guessing models and  the 
TnT tagger (Arabic version), given training data 
from both tokenization levels.  
 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows, 
Section. 2 discuss related works. Section 3 
describes the used corpora. Section 4 describes 
the HMM tagging approaches and also discusses 
the modifications to better handling unknown 
words POS tagging in Arabic text. Section 5 
gives experimental results and discusses them. 
Finally, conclusions and future work appear in 
Section 9. 
 
2. MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
2.1 Related Work 
 
In Research on POS tagging has a long history. 
Numerous approaches have been successfully 
applied to POS tagging. The POS tagging 
techniques in the literature can be classified into 
the following:  
 

• Rule-based POS tagging: this approach is 
based on a lexicon and a set of 
disambiguation rules [7,8].  

• Supervised POS tagging: these 
approaches use machine-learning 
techniques to learn a classifier from 
labeled training sets such as maximum 
entropy model [9], Hidden Markov model 
[10], conditional random field [11], cyclic 
dependency networks [12] and support 
vector machine [13]. 

• Unsupervised POS tagging: these 
approaches do not require pre-tagged 
training data, but rely on dictionary 
information. 

 
However, POS tagging for Arabic language has 
been an active topic of research in recent years. 
AlGahtani et al. [14] Yousif and Sembok [15], Al-
Taani and Abu Al-Rub [16], Zribi et al. [17] and 
Alqrainy [18] are some examples for this line of 
work on Arabic. Similar to this work, the selection 
of the best segmentation level problem, using 
morphemes or words as input units in Semitic 
language NLP, has been studied before by 
[2,4,19,20]. Bar-Haim et al. [4,19] study the 
choice of the optimal architecture for the Hebrew 
POS tagging and other Semitic languages. They 
show that a model whose terminal symbols are 

word segments (morphemes), is advantageous 
over a word-level model for the task of POS 
tagging. Tachbelie [2] explored different ways       
of language modelling for Amharic, a 
morphologically rich Semitic language, using 
morphemes as units. The study showed that 
using morphemes in modelling morphologically 
rich languages is advantageous, especially in 
reducing the OOV rate. In contrast with these 
result, Mohamed and Kübler [21] and Kübler and 
Mohamed [20] come with different results and 
different conclusion. They state that word-based 
POS tagging approach is more appropriate than 
morpheme-based POS tagging approach for 
modern standard Arabic POS tagging. Unlike 
Mohamed and Kübler [21], this work evaluates 
the influence of the segmentation level on the 
tagging performance of the tagging models given 
a data from the Quranic Arabic (Classic Arabic). 
Ali  and  Jarray [22] used  the  Genetic  algorithm  
to  develop  an  Arabic  part  of  speech  tagging.  
They used a reduced tagset in their tagger. 
Hadni et al. [23] propose a Hidden Markov Model 
(HMM) integrated with Arabic Rule-Based 
method. Their POS tagger generates a set of 
three POS tags: Noun, Verb, and Particle. 
Albared et al. [24] present an approach based on 
the combination of several N-attributes 
probabilistic classifiers. First, the POS 
disambiguation problem is decoupled into 
several N-attributes tagging sub-problems. Then, 
several classifiers are used to solve each sub-
problem. Finally, the outcomes of all N-attributes 
classifiers are combined. Several problem 
decomposition methods and classifiers 
combination algorithms are investigated. Kadim 
and Lazrek [25] present bidirectional HMM-based 
Arabic POS tagging in which they combine both 
direct and reverse taggers to tag the same 
sequence of words in both senses. 
 
This work also evaluates the influence of the 
segmentation level on the tagging performance, 
not only on term of the tagging accuracy but also 
on term of the tagging time complexity. 
Moreover, this work evaluates the tagging 
performance of several fully supervised statistical 
tagging models, developed especially for Arabic 
text. 
 
2.2 Methodology  
 
The probabilistic tagging models used in this 
work are based on the trigram Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM). The HMM tagger assign a 
probability value to each pair

1 1
,

n n
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nw w w= is the input sentence and 
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nt t t=   is the POS tag sequence.  

 
In HMM, the POS problem can be defined as the 
finding the best tag sequence 

1
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t  given the word 

sequence 
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w  . The label sequence 
1

n

t generated 

by the model is the one which has highest 
probability among all the possible label 
sequences for the input word sequence. This is 
can be formally expressed as:  
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The first parameter 

1 1
( ,...., )
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p t t t−

  is a known as 

the transition probability and second parameter 
( )

i i
p t w  is known as the emission probability. 

These two model parameters are estimated from 
annotated corpus by Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation (MLE), which is derived from the 
relative frequencies. Given these two 
probabilities, we can find the most likely tag 
sequence for a given word sequence using the 
Viterbi algorithm. However, MLE is a bad 
estimator for statistical inference because data 
tends to be sparse. To handle the sparseness 
problem in this work, we use linear interpolation 
of unigram, bigram and trigram maximum 
likelihood estimates in order to estimate the 
trigram transition probability: 
 

),|()|()(),|( 123323231123 ttttttttt pppp λλλ ++=
 

 
where 

1 2 3
1λ λ λ+ + = , so p   represents a valid 

probability distribution. sλ  are estimated by 
deleted interpolation. To create a HMM POS 
tagger that can accurately tag unknown words, it 
is necessary to determine an estimate of the 
probability ( | )

i j
p w t  for use in the tagger. As 

known, if a word does not occur in the training 
data the ( | )

i j
p w t  lexical probability for that word 

is 0 for all  
jt . This requires adding an algorithm 

to the HMM to approximate the probability that 
the current tag will emit given unknown words 
[10]. To handle the unknown words, we have 

used the following the suffix Probability algorithm  
[26], the prefix probability algorithm and the 
linear interpolation guessing algorithm [27]. 
 
2.3 Dataset   

 
The data used in this work is the Quranic Arabic 
Corpus [28]. The Quranic Arabic Corpus is an 
annotated linguistic resource which shows the 
Arabic grammar, syntax and morphology for 
each word in the Holy Quran, the religious book 
of Islam which is written in classical Quranic 
Arabic (c. 600 CE). The research project is 
organized at the University of Leeds, and is part 
of the Arabic language computing research 
group within the School of Computing. The 
Quranic Arabic Corpus is consisting of 77,430 
words of Quranic Arabic. For the purpose of this 
work, we have used two versions from the 
Quranic Arabic Corpus: 
 

• The word-based version: An example from 
this version is shown in Table 1. The 
composite tag is consisting of multiple tags 
separated by “+”, a tag for each word 
segment. The composite tag set is 
consisting of 375 tags. 

• The morpheme-based version: An 
example from this version is shown in 
Table 1. The tag set of this version 
consists of 45 simple tags. 

 

A brief statistical summary (the total number of 
words, the total number of unique words and the 
tag set) of the two versions are shown in Table 2. 

 
Table 1. Examples from the word-based 

version and the morpheme-based version of 
the Quranic corpus 

 

The word-based 
version 

The morpheme-
based version 

Word POS Word POS 
<V>  <V>  
 REL الذين REL الذين
 V يؤمن V+PRON يؤمنون
 PRON ون P+DET+N بالغيب
 P ب  
 DET ال  
 N غيب  

 
Table 2. Statistical summary of the two versions 

 
 Number of words Unique words Size of tag set 
Word-based version 77401 14835 375 
Morpheme-based version 128219 7251 45 
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3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
In this section, we report an empirical 
comparison between the two levels of the 
segmentation presented in the previous sections, 
and also study the influence of the two 
segmentation levels on the tagging performance 
of Arabic POS tagging models when only small 
amount of training data is available. 
 

3.1 Experimental Setting 
 
The two training data are split into two sets, 
training set and testing set. Essentially, we have 
divided the word-based version randomly into 
90.25% (69980 words, 5700 sentence) for 
training and 9.75% (7550 words, 536 sentences) 
for testing. The test data are chosen 
independently from the training data. 
 
After that, the morpheme-based version is 
divided using the same setting, see Table 3. As 
shown from the table, the number of 
vocabularies is larger in case of the morpheme-
based version than in the word-based version 
even when the training and testing sets are 
equally in both versions. 
 
Furthermore, in order to study the effect of the 
size of the training data, we randomly portioned 
our training data from the two versions to 
construct seven training sets. Table 4 shows 

sizes of the training data sets and percentages of 
unknown words with respect to the test data set.  
The test set is the same as test set for all 
experiments.  Although each training set from the 
morpheme-based version contains the same 
data as in its equivalent in the word-based 
version, the number of words and the 
percentages of unknown words are different. It is 
interesting to note that the number of words are 
larger and the percentages of unknown words 
are less in case of training sets which come             
from the morpheme-based version than their 
word-based counterparts (contains the same 
sentences).  
 

3.2 Results and Discussion  
 
First of all, several experiments are conducted 
using the TnT model. Table 5 presents the 
results (known accuracy, unknown words 
accuracy and the overall accuracy) obtained for 
each training data set from the two versions:  the 
word-based version and the morpheme-based 
version. We can note that the unknown word 
accuracy   of the TnT tagger over training data 
sets from the Word-Based Version are so low 
and it does not show any sensitivity to                  
the increase of data size. However, an                  
overall accuracy of 88.1% (96.2% on known 
words and 37.7% on unknown words) is obtained 
when the whole training data are used (training 
set 7).  

 
Table 3. Statistical summary of the training and testing data from the two versions of the 

Quranic corpus 
 

 Word-based version Morpheme-base version 
Training  Testing  Training  Testing  

Percentage 90.25% 9.75% 89.1% 10.9% 
# of sentences 
(verses) 

5700 536 5700 536 

# of words 96850 7750 115690 12529 
# of unique words 13920 2855 6924 1820 

 
Table 4. The sizes of the training sets from the two versions of the Arabic Quranic corpus, and 

the percentage of unknown words in each set with respect to the test set 
 

Training set           Word-based version         Morpheme-based version 
Training size % of unknown 

words 
Training size % of unknown 

words 
1 10000 33.5% 16673 12.08% 
2 19997 26.27% 33181 8.28% 
3 29990 21.82% 49881 6.44% 
4 40002 18.88% 66427 5.07% 
5 49997 16.79% 82958 4.2% 
6 60000 14.41% 99511 3.62% 
7 69851 13.55% 115690 3.28% 
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Using training data sets from the morpheme-
based version, unknown words tagging results of 
the TnT tagger are much better than its results 
over those from the Word-Based Version. 
However, an overall accuracy of 93.8% (of 
95.6% on known words and 73.4% on unknown 
words) is obtained when the whole training data 
are used.   
 
In general, given TnT as tagging model, 
morpheme-based POS tagging yields much 
better results than full word- based tagging 
(93.8% vs. 88.41%). 
 
Secondly, several experiments are conducted 
using the Arabic HMM POS tagger with the prefix 
guessing model. Table 6 presents the results 
obtained for each training data set from the two 
versions. 
 
It has been observed from both Tables 5 and 6 
that the Arabic HMM POS tagger with the prefix 
guessing model always performs significantly 
better than TnT tagger with the suffix guessing 
model regardless of the segmentation level used 
and also regardless of the training data set sizes. 
 
The results in Tables 5 and 6 (the overall tagging 
results) also show that the morpheme-based 
POS tagging always yields much better results 
than the Word-based tagging regardless of the 
tagging model and the size of the training data 
set used. 
 
It is very interesting to note that the word-based 
POS tagging produces slightly better known word 
accuracy than those of the morpheme-based 
POS tagging. This is actually due to that the 
morpheme-based approach increases the level 

of ambiguity. On the other hand, the morpheme-
based POS tagging produces much better 
unknown word accuracy than those of the word-
based POS tagging. In fact, these results show 
that dealing with segmentation as separate         
pre-processing step (using segmented text) is 
better for handling unknown words and for POS 
tagging in general especially when training data 
is small. 
 
In addition, we compare the computational time 
cost (training and testing) of two POS tagging 
models (TnT tagger and the Arabic HMM POS 
tagger with prefix guessing model) when they are 
trained using different sized training data sets 
from the two versions:  the word-based version 
and the morpheme-based version. First, we have 
found that both the TnT POS tagger and the 
Arabic HMM POS tagger with the Prefix guessing 
model have approximately the same 
computational time (training and testing) when 
they are trained and tested using the same 
training and test data. This means that both 
taggers are equally efficient with respect to the 
execution time. Due to this, we only study here 
the computational time cost of the Arabic HMM 
POS tagger with the Prefix guessing model when 
it is trained using different sized training data 
sets (and therefore different percentages of 
unknown words) from the two segmentation  
level approaches (and therefore different sizes of 
tag sets): the word-based version and the 
morpheme-based version.  
 
Figs. 1 and 2 show the curves of the average 
training and testing time taken by the Arabic 
HMM POS tagger with the Prefix guessing model 
when it is trained using different sized training 
data sets from the two tokenization levels. 

 
Table 5. Tagging accuracies of the TnT Tagger with the varying size of the training data form 

the two training Quranic versions 
 

Tainting 
set 

            Word-based version         Morpheme-based version 
Unknown Known Overall Unknown Known Overall 

1 37.5 91.9 73.2 68.1 92.3 86.7 
2 39.2 94.2 79.4 72.4 94.2 90.5 
3 38.5 94.8 82.2 72.1 94.5 91.4 
4 36.6 94.9 83.7 71.7 94.9 92.3 
5 37.3 95.5 85.5 71.9 95.3 92.9 
6 38.2 96.0 87.6 72.0 95.5 93.5 
7 37.7 96.2 88.1 73.9 95.6 93.8 
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Table 6. Tagging accuracies of the Arabic HMM tagger with the prefix guessing model with the 
varying size of the training data form the two training Quranic versions 

 

Tainting 
set 

           Word-based version        Morpheme-based version 
Unknown Known Overall Unknown Known Overall 

1 69.8 92.2 84.5 77.5 92.7 89.2 
2 70.5 94.5 88.1 78.5 94.3 91.6 
3 71.6 95.1 89.9 81.4 94.7 92.8 
4 71.9 95.2 90.7 83.1 95.0 93.7 
5 72.5 95.7 91.7 85.7 95.4 94.4 
6 74.7 96.1 93.0 85.6 95.6 94.8 
7 75.0 96.2 93.2 87.0 95.6 95 

 
Fig. 1. The training time taken by the Arabic HMM POS tagger trained using different sized 

training data sets from both tokenization levels 

 
Fig. 2. The testing time taken by the Arabic HMM POS tagger trained using different sized 

training data sets from both tokenization levels 
 

Table 7. The tagging performance (Time and accuracy) of the Arabic HMM POS tagger with the 
linear interpolation guessing model for each one of the two tokenization levels 

 
Corpus % of 

unknown 
Best   
λ   

   Time in minute Accuracy 
Training Testing Unknown Known Overall 

Word-based 13.5 0.9 0.40 51.1 75.6 96.2 93.4 
Morpheme-based 8.02 0.7 0.03 0.58 87.4 95.6 95.0 
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From Figs. 1 and 2, we can draw several 
important observations. First, the training time is 
much lower than the testing time in spite of the 
training data set used and the corpus version 
used. Second, the training time in case of a 
training data set from the morpheme-Based 
version is lower than the training time in case of 
its counterpart from the word-based version. 
Third, the training time increased as the training 
data increased, see Fig. 1, and the testing time 
decreased as the training data increased, see 
Fig. 2. The explanation of this is that as the 
training data increased, the size of unknown 
words in the test data are substantially 
decreased, see Table 4, therefore less 
exceptional processing time and less tagging 
time. In fact, there is a strong positive correlation 
of 0.99 between the testing time and 
percentages of unknown words in the test sets 
regardless of the tokenization level used, which 
indicates that tagging time and the percentage of 
unknown words go in same directions. 
 
Fourth, it is most importantly to note that the 
testing time of the word- based POS tagging (≈ 
1hours to ≈ 2hours) is much larger than the 
testing time of the morpheme-based POS 
tagging (few seconds). From Figs. 1 and 2, we 
can readily observe that morpheme-based POS 
tagging would be an optimal choice as its tagging 
time is much larger than the tagging time of the 
word-based POS tagging. 
 
Finally, several experiments are conducted using 
our HMM tagger with the linear interpolation 
guessing model which is trained using the whole 
training data (training set 7) from the  two corpus 
versions. Varying the λ value from 0.0 to 1; the 
value is incremented by 0.1 each time. Table 7 
summarizes the tagging results, the 
computational time needed and the best λ at 
which the model can give the best result, for 
each one of the two segmentation approach. The 
results also show morpheme-based POS tagging 
always yields better results than word- based 
tagging. In addition, as in previous models (TnT 
and Arabic Trigram  HMM tagger  with prefix 
guessing model ) the tagging  time of the word- 
based POS tagging (51 minutes) is much larger 
than the tagging  time of the morpheme-based 
POS tagging (few seconds). Moreover, the linear 
interpolation guessing model performs better 
than the two previous models (TnT and Arabic 
HMM POS tagger with the prefix guessing 
model) for both tokenization levels. 
 
 
 

4. CONCLUSION 
 
Designing a POS tagger for Arabic with small 
training data is a challenging task due to the 
specific features of the Arabic language and the 
high degree of ambiguity in Arabic. In this paper, 
we compare and contrast morpheme-based POS 
and word-based POS tagging strategies and 
study the influence of each on the tagging 
performance of the Arabic POS tagging models, 
on term of the tagging accuracy and the time 
complexity. In addition, we also evaluate and 
compare several stochastic tagging models. We 
conducted a series of experiments using two 
versions of the Quranic Arabic corpus: 
morpheme-based version and word-based 
version.  Results show that tagging models 
performs significantly better when their terminal 
symbols are word segments (morpheme-based), 
than when their terminal symbols are word 
(word-based). 
 
In addition, the results show that the Arabic 
Trigram HMM POS tagger with the linear 
interpolation guessing algorithm substantially 
improve the tagging results over the TnT tagger 
regardless of the tokenization level used.  
However, our future direction is to study the 
influence of the segmentation level on another 
Arabic NLP process.  Moreover, we plan to 
design a joint segmentation and POS tagging 
model which do both tasks simultaneously. 
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